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The Health Coach’s Secret Weapon: 

Why “how” you eat is more important than “what” you eat 

 
Carey:  

Hello everybody and welcome back, as we dig into the health coach’s 
secret weapon!  Why how you eat is more important than what you eat. 
This is one of my favorite subjects, and it’s a bit of a radical stance, but 
we want to suggest that if you can help a client change how she eats, 
then you will transform her health and her life. 
 
Why do we believe this to be true? Let's recall some teachings from 
previous weeks of your training about stress. Well, excuse me, we know 
that the most important thing we can do for our clients is to help them 
reduce stress, and/or help them cope better with stress. And we know 
that there are four main ways that clients can experience stress. One is 
biological and chemical, which is in the processes of the body, one is 
mental/emotional in the thoughts, beliefs and feelings, one way people 
can experience stress is in the spiritual sense, and in our sense of 
connection, whether we feel connected or not to something greater 
than ourselves, and of course, structurally in our bones and muscles. 
Now, we know that when it comes to reducing the biological and 
chemical stress in the body, balancing blood sugar is a major needle 
mover that will help almost every client you have experience better 
health. Because when your client isn’t on the blood sugar rollercoaster, 
of course you’re reducing biological and chemical stress in the body, 
but you’re also reducing mental and emotional stress, and even spiritual 
stress. Because it’s really hard to feel good and to feel connected to 
something greater, and feel love, peace and contentment when your 
body is going crazy. So, we also talked about what to eat so that the 
body is getting the highest quality food, and discovering the right 
balance of macronutrients that keep the blood sugar stable, weight 
stable, and energy high. 
 
Now, as we move beyond to what to eat into how to eat, I want to do a 
quick refresher on the stress response itself so that you can understand 
why how you eat has such a powerful impact on your metabolism, your 
health and your overall wellbeing. 
 
So in Week 1 of our training, we talked about the Central Nervous 
system, or CNS, which is the key to understanding how stress effects 
the body.  And you might recall that the moment that the stress is 
activated, the heart rate speeds up, blood pressure increases, 
respiration quickens, hormones that help provide immediate energy are 
released, and those are adrenaline, noradrenaline, and cortisol, blood 
flow is routed away from digestion and to the arms and legs, and the 
digestive system shuts down. This makes sense of course because if you 
are running from a bear, you will not have the time or energy to devote 
to digesting your tuna sandwich. But, here is something important to 
remember, and that is that the brain can't differentiate between real 
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and imagined stress. So you see in one picture somebody is running 
from a bear, but then another picture is like a typical day at the office, 
like, trying to scarf down some kind of lunch, trying to get a bunch of 
stuff done, maybe you’re late for an appointment. Your body doesn’t 
realize that that’s not a life threatening situation. So, it initiates the 
stress response, and that includes digestive shut down. So, if you ever 
this is a good visual too, if you imagine in the morning when you’re 
running out the door and shoving a muffin into your face, or when 
you’re crunched at work and you’re trying to eat a turkey wrap, or 
driving into terrible traffic, you’re late for an appointment and you’re 
scarfing down some fruit. To the body, this all is the same thing as 
running from a bear. The stress response is going, going, going because 
your body doesn’t realize it’s not life-threatening. So, if you ever felt 
that a meal is sitting like a lump in your stomach after you’ve eaten, that 
is exactly what it’s doing. 
 
Because it’s waiting to digest until the body can move out of stress, and 
into relaxation. So this stress response greatly effects digestion of food, 
and quite truthfully of life.  Now, the portion of the central nervous 
system that exerts the greatest influence on digestion, is called the 
Autonomic Nervous System, or the ANS.  And the ANS is responsible 
for getting digestion started.  So it’s responsible for turning digestion 
on, and saying time for some enzymatic secretions, time for nutrient 
absorption.  But it can also tell your body when not to digest.  So if your 
critter brain is activated, if you’re in fight, flight, or freeze response, then 
the ANS is going to say to the stomach, “Do not digest now.  Hold on 
that until later.”  So the ANS is powerful because it can turn on 
digestion or it can turn off digestion.  And it has two branches that 
accomplish this task of when to turn digestion on and when to turn it 
off, and the two branches are the sympathetic nervous system, and the 
parasympathetic nervous system. 
  
Now, for those of you who might remember from Week 1, this may be a 
repeat for you, others you might go, “Oh, yes, yes, yes… that’s right!” So 
I want to quickly review because it’s so important. 
 
The sympathetic nervous system turns on stress and turns off digestion, 
but the parasympathetic nervous system turns off stress and turns on 
digestion.  What this means for you and your clients is profound!  It’s a 
profound paradigm shift that eating healthy food and taking healthy 
actions are only half the equation in health.  What?  This is a brain 
bender, because so much of what is out there to help people get 
healthy, lose weight or whatever has to do with what to eat, exercise, 
and this, that, and the other thing.  And that’s great, you can eat the 
healthiest food in the world, you can take a great care of yourself, but if 
you’re constantly in a stress response, it’s not going to work.  So you 
have to have the healthy food and lifestyle choices, plus creating the 
ideal digestion and ideal assimilation state, which is relaxation. 
 
This is a huge deal.  And it’s only when you put those two halves of the 
equation together that you get the best health and of course the best 
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life.  That’s why, maybe even some of you have had this experience, but 
I guarantee you’ll have some health coaching clients come to you and 
say, “I’m so frustrated, I'm so confused, I’m eating healthy, I’m taking 
good care of myself, like, why am I still having the problems I’m 
having?” Chances are very good it’s because they are not in a relaxation 
response and that their stress response is going all the time, and they 
don’t know how to turn it off. 
 
So, in last week’s lesson we talked about healthy food choices, we 
talked about that part of the equation, now, this week we’re talking this, 
covering this other part of the equation, how to eat.  And we’re going to 
look at how you eat sets the stage for ideal digestion and ideal 
assimilation.  In fact, you can make huge strides in all sorts of health 
conditions with your clients if you can transform how they eat.  Even if 
they don’t change what they eat at all!  Why is that true?  Because I’m 
sure that some of you are like, “What?  That can't be true!”  It’s true 
because you already know it’s 50% of the equation for great health, 
that’s half.  Also, when you turn the parasympathetic nervous system on 
for your clients, so when you teach them to turn it on, biological and 
chemical stress is reduced in the body.  What that means is that the full 
digestive force and metabolic power of the body can take over.  And 
it’s a powerful force, and metabolism is powerful!  And when that can 
take over in its full capacity, then it can work miracles with even what 
seems like a terrible diet.  I’m sure that you’ve seen people who are like, 
“How is it that they can eat such crap and they’re fine?!  They have no 
weight problem, they have no energy problem, what is the deal?”  It’s 
probably because half the equation is that they’re not stressed all the 
time, maybe? 
 
Now, this is also how cultures with incredibly rich foods like the French, 
it’s how they stay slim because relaxation at meal time is built into their 
culture.  So getting into parasympathetic relaxation, or getting into the 
relaxation response is culturally part of every mealtime.  Now, is that the 
case in the United States?  Now quite—but for you and your clients it 
can be, ad here is how you could do it. 
 
You can do it with something called “The Famous Secret Seven.” And, 
these are seven steps that are the easiest, cheapest fixes for resolving 
digestive issues, healing fatigue, increasing weight loss, gaining energy, 
a host of health issues, really would have you changing anything you at. 
It’s one of the ways where health coaches can be so effective and help a 
client really ease into dietary changes. Because not everybody is super 
psyched to change their diet. But these secret seven steps are practical, 
interesting, and gauging, they will have a positive impact on your client 
and before you know it they’ll be like, “I might want to change what I’m 
eating!”  “Okay, great!” 
 
So what I want to share are seven powerful practices that turn off the 
stress response and turn on relaxation.  Again, they resolve digestion 
issues, heal fatigue, and result in weight loss and energy gain, and more. 
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Something that you want to keep in mind as you’re learning these, is 
that it’s scientifically impossible for the body to release weight or heal 
when it is under a stress response. Let me say that again, it is 
scientifically impossible for the body to release weight, or heal when it’s 
under a constant stress response. So when you have the clients come to 
you, and they are just, they are just a basket case—they are like, “Just 
tell me what to eat! Just tell me what to eat and I’ll lose 10 pounds!” you 
can say to them, “I will absolutely tell you what to eat, but I’m afraid you 
won't lose any weight, and I wouldn’t be the coach you expect me to be 
if I told you that you would.  Here is why…” 
 
So this is something tough for people because it requires what?  It 
requires habit change.  Moving from a constant stress response into 
relaxation response requires a serious habit change that quite frankly is 
even scarier for most people than giving up sugar, or giving up caffeine, 
or cutting down on processed foods.  So, I think that you’re going to 
love these secret seven tools because they make it—it’s a really simple, 
practical, gradual way to sort of gently guide your client into their 
transition from constant stress to relaxation. 
 
The first tool of the secret seven is something called, “The Twenty 
Minute Meal.” Now, I learned this years ago, this book that I learned it 
from is like, out of print, I can't find it anywhere, but it was years and 
years and years ago back in 2001. It was a book about overcoming 
overeating. And the main tool was this 20-minute meal. And it is 
completely life changing. As a matter of fact, if someone was holding a 
gun to my head and said, “Give me your beset tip to start getting 
healthy right now!” This is the one I’d give above anything else. This is 
the first thing. Why? Because it takes very little time, twenty minutes at 
most, doesn’t cost a penny, it doesn’t require willpower or motivation, 
you don’t have to change anything you eat, and it helps you lose 
weight, gain energy, resolve digestive issues, and heal fatigue and more. 
 
So first, I’m going to share this secret of the 20-minute meal with you. 
Then, I’m going to show you how to start using it right away in your day 
to day life, and then of course I’ll show you why it works.  So here is 
how it works, the 20-minute meal works like this, you eat anything you 
want. Seriously.  For those of you panicking like, “What?!”  You eat 
anything you want, and you may not believe me, but you’ve probably 
tried every other diet out there, so what do you have to lose.  There is a 
method to my madness I will share it with you in a moment. 
  
So, now that you know what to eat in this exercise, let's look at the real 
magic in this method, which is how you eat.  You know, this may 
surprise you, but when it comes to weight loss, how you eat—it’s not 
going to surprise you now because you know, but it’s just as important 
if not more so than what you eat.  But, I keep this language here when 
describing this exercise because it may be language you use with a 
client down the road.  This may surprise you, but when it comes to 
weight loss, how you eat is just as important if no more so than what 
you eat.  So now, for you, you have a handout in your Member’s Area, 
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it’s under this video called, “The 20 Minute Meal Journal”.  You can 
follow along on that, or you can access it later if you are listening to this 
recording and you're not in front of the computer. 
 
So, here is how to do the 20-minute meal. Starting with your next meal 
you follow these simple steps. The first step is to check the clock. 
Before your next meal, check the clock and see, what time is it? And 
make a note of it. I actually have to write it down because I forget 
things quickly. If you forget things quickly, then write down the time 
you start your meal. Eat your meal at the pace that you normally would, 
don’t do anything different. And then when you’re done, just check the 
clock at the end. Then jot down how much time the entire meal took in 
the 20-minute meal journal. So again, the first step, you're not doing 
anything differently other than checking the clock before you start your 
meal, checking the clock at the end of the meal, and then jotting down 
how much time it took in the 20 Minute Meal Journal. 
 
Quick bonus tip on the 20 Minute Meal Journal, it’s not a food journal. 
It’s not about being good, bad, or judging what you're eating.  It’s about 
discovering if you're taking enough time during your meals for your 
tummy to tell you what the right amount of food is for your body, and 
just in case you’re worried about this, the first time I did this, my meal 
lasted Three minutes!  Three minutes!  And I remember thinking when I 
looked at the clock like, “That’s not possible!”  It was, it was three 
minutes.  So there is no judgement here at all.  This is just about 
curiosity. 
  
Okay, step two then is at your next meal, you’re going to check the 
clock again, and you're going to increase your time by five minutes 
more than the time you ate.  So using my example, the first time I tried 
this was three minutes, now, I’m going to try to increase by five minutes, 
so that means I am going to try for a time of an eight-minute meal.  
Right?  So I’m going to watch the clock, sometimes what I’d do for 
myself is set a timer so I didn’t have to watch the clock the whole time I 
was eating. 
And then I would document in the journal, how long was the meal, when 
did I start to feel full, what was my mood, and were there any “Aha!” 
moments I had? 
 
Interesting thing when I did this, I started like, I started getting really 
angry or having lots of feelings like, “There’s not going to be enough 
food!” Or, “There’s not going to be enough time!” like, all this stuff came 
up. Lots of emotions came up, so that’s what the 20 Minute Meal 
Journal is for, to just jot that down. 
 
Now, the next thing is to keep repeating step two with each meal so 
you just keep adding on five minutes to your meal time until meals last 
at least 20 minutes. Again, it’s really easy to just set a timer on your 
phone, or on your computer, or whatever you like so you’re not having 
to watch the clock the whole time, but you know, “Okay, I’ve got 20 
minutes.” And then you’re going to document each meal and each day 
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in the 20 Minute Meal Journal. And the thing that’s really important is 
you note in the journal during the 20 Minute Meal what is the time 
between when you feel satisfied and then you tip over into full? 
Because there is that turning point where, you're like, “Oh, I feel really 
good!” And then like, 2 bits more you are like, “too much.” So what time 
did that happen? Was it around 10 minutes in? 11 minutes in? 12 minutes 
in? 13? And you want to be sure to note that in the journal, because it’s 
going to start to teach you when you are satisfied and complete with 
your meal. You’re also going to see in this time, and it will surprise you 
and really surprise the heck out of your clients, that you can actually eat 
a meal, a full meal, you probably won't eat all of it, you’ll have a meal in 
front of you and 13 minutes in you’ll be like, “Eh, I'm kind of done.” And 
half a plate is still there. 
  
But you don’t feel deprived, you don’t feel like you’re missing out, you 
feel great.  It’s so weird!  It takes some getting used to, like, “Wait a 
minute, I'm not having pain or angst in connection with a meal?  That’s 
odd.” 
 
And then the final step of this is making each meal for the next seven 
days, so when you do this with a client it’s nice to help them focus like, 
“Okay between now and our next session, for the next 7 days, a twenty-
minute meal.”  So it says here, or longer, sometimes the people will have 
the option to stretch that out to 30 minutes, or take an hour lunch break 
or something like that.  Some people will say to you, “I can't possibly!” 
And this is actually, the joke is that when I hired my own health coach 
last year, I fought her on this.  She’s like, “Carey, you need to take a 
lunch break.”  “Oh, that’s nice for people, I can't take a lunch break!”  I 
was all like, I don’t know, just very victim-y, like, “I can't possibly take a 
lunch break! I have to work too hard!”  It was so silly.  And she said to 
me, she goes, “Well, you know, I learned this thing called ‘The 20-minute 
meal’ from this really powerful coach…”  And I’m like, oh dang it.  She’s 
talking about me!  So this is actually challenging for people no matter 
how much they know.  Like you know, knowledge does not equal 
behavior change.  I know this stuff and I was still not doing it.  I had to 
hire a health coach to help me. 
 
So, you want to help your clients understand that even if they can't get 
a 20-minute meal, even if they can only get 5 minutes, to set a timer for 
5 minutes, turn off their phone, turn away from the computer and just 
let that be the mealtime. And no longer how long or short, dedicate the 
time to the meal, and note in the 20-minute meal journal if you ever feel 
uncomfortably full, like when do you get uncomfortably full, do you get 
uncomfortably full? 
 
And of course, there’s more sort of instructions on the 20 Minute Meal 
handout, and if you have questions about that you can ask on 
Facebook, you can ask in the comment section of the video, you can 
ask on Office Hours or in the Skills Lab. 
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So, the 20 Minute Meal is the first tool in your secret seven, and here is 
the next one.  The second tool in the secret seven is something called 
an EBT and a Gratitude Check-in before your meal.  Now, this is 
something I learned from my health coach, I thought it was brilliant.  
What it’s about is it’s about preparing.  So, preparing the body to eat is 
a crucial step in getting the body out of the stress response and into the 
relaxation response.  Now, when I was trained as a health coach, I was 
told to prepare the body to eat you want to take, three to five, five to 
ten deep breaths before a meal to sort of breathe, and calm the body 
down and center itself.  And I would do that, but the problem was that 
the few deep breaths I took didn’t take all the emotion away I was 
experiencing. 
 
So I might have been breathing, but I was still feeling angry, or stressed, 
or my brain was running, or I was feeling frustrated, or I was 
overwhelmed, and for me, the breathing wasn’t all that helpful.  Like, I 
couldn’t—I wanted to like, get centered and yoga like with a couple of 
deep breaths, but it just didn’t work.  And my body was still tense 
because what I needed to do before I digested food, was that I needed 
to digest the emotions that I was feeling, sort of process those and 
digest that and process those and move them through me so that I 
could be open for food. 
 
So it wasn’t until my own health coach introduced me to this thing 
called “Emotional Brain Training” or, EBT that I finally found a way to 
reliably and consistently relax myself before each meal.  So what is 
emotional brain training?  Well, according to their website, EBT is a 
science-based program, that integrates advances in neuro science and 
stress physiology that rewires patterns of anxiety, depression, 
overeating, and unhealthy habits by using practical, easy to implement 
tools.  Cool.  They go on to say that EBT was developed over the last 30 
years by Laurel Melon, PhD. 
 
And it was developed in collaboration with scientists and researchers 
from universities around the country. And today, over 400,000 people 
have used the skills of EBT and 10 research studies attest to its 
effectiveness in lasting results. The method became completely brain- 
based in 2007 offering a new paradigm in healthcare. 
  
So, why is emotional brain training important for you and your clients? 
Why is this a key component?  And they—this is from their website as 
well, and I believe that this is true, that life is so stressful.  The more 
people are really experiencing a stress overload and repeated 
experiences of stress wire the brain to get stuck in stress and the 
chronic stream of stress hormones cause 80% of health problems. This 
is not news to you, right?  It’s said in a different way but you already 
know this. So, here’s what’s really interesting.  Neuroscience has proven 
that we can weaken and erase the wires that are the root cause of 
anxiety, depression, overeating, and unhealthy habits.  The wiring that 
causes health problems are in our emotional brain or in TCM we call it 
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our critter brain, which of course we’ll learn more about when we dive 
into Transformational Coaching. 
 
So the wiring that causes health problems is in that critter brain.  Now, 
most of us who try to think our way out of our problems, but the 
thinking does not rewire that emotional circuit.  This is also why advice 
only in coaching is not effective.  Because the critter brain needs to be 
rewired. And EBT argues that you need emotional tools to require 
emotional circuits, and EBT gives us those tools.  Now, for those of you 
who like to geek out further on the science behind emotional brain 
training, you can read there is a link underneath the video to an article 
called, “Rewiring the stress response” and your paradigm for health 
care.  And it talks more about emotional brain training. 
 
So let me go ahead and walk you through the emotional brain training 
handout that you have in your Member’s Area, it’s under this video and 
this is something that you’ll use for yourself and use for your clients.  
And the way it works is that you do a check in, I did it before every 
meal, now, you may start with that and then just check in once a day.  It 
says daily check in here, but I had to start like, every time before I ate, a 
meal or a snack or whatever.  And the first step you see is to take a 
deep breath and check in with your feelings and ask yourself, “Right 
now, what is my stress level?  Am I feeling great, am I feeling good, am I 
a little stressed, am I definitely stressed, and am I stressed out?”  Once 
you have selected one of those options, you’re going, “Okay, I’m feeling 
stressed,” let's say I’m state three, I’m a little stressed. And then you're 
going to want to turn to the page where that state is.  So if I chose 
“Feeling a little stressed”, then I’m going to go to the page that says, 
“State Three:  Feeling a Little Stressed.” And it says “Emotional 
Housecleaning,” it says, “You are a little stressed!”  So you use this 
emotional house cleaning to clear away the negative feelings and then 
become aware of the positive feelings that are underneath them. And I 
did this, I would suggest that when you’re doing this for yourself and 
asking clients to do this, you ask them to write these things down. 
Because you're completing sentence starters. I found it extremely useful 
to start with writing, eventually I just would go through it verbally in my 
head, but the writing is really powerful to begin with and to start 
training the brain even more. 
 
So you're going to complete the following sentences: “I feel angry 
that…”, “I feel angry that my fireplace broke.” “I feel sad that…” whatever 
it is. “I feel afraid that…”, “I feel guilty…”, “I feel grateful…”, “I feel 
happy…” “I feel secure…”, “I feel proud…” and then your clients are going 
to finish all of those sentence starters. And then, you're going to keep 
moving down the page to the end, where it says, “Congratulations! 
You’ve completed an EBT check in, feel a surge of joy!” And that sort of 
anchors in the work you just did. Now, when you go back to that State 
Three, you’ll notice that you’re moving through feeling angry feeling 
sad, feeling afraid, and feeling guilty. And then you’re moving into 
gratitude, happiness, security and pride. Fabulous. 
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So let's go back to Page 1, State 1 is feeling great. This is just deepening, 
strengthening and being present with joy. You take a deep breath, get 
into a good posture, observe yourself, connect with the safe place 
within, feel a wave of compassion with yourself, feel a wave of 
compassion for others, for all living beings, feel a surge of joy, and then 
when you’ve completed, you go to the end of the EBT training, which it 
says again, “Congratulations! You’ve just completed a check in.” 
 
And so all of the different states are something you can take your 
clients through, you’ll go through depending on how stressed you are.  
This is such an incredibly useful tool again, if you have questions about 
how to use it, you can do that in the Office Hours, Skills Lab, Facebook 
page, but I really encourage all of you to try it.  It is extraordinary and 
far more powerful in my experience than just taking a few deep breaths 
before a meal. This is going to be especially powerful for those of you 
who have challenges with emotional eating, binge eating, overeating, 
compulsive eating, or if you worked with clients who have those 
challenges.  If you’re working with a client who is insanely stressed in 
their life, like maybe their life circumstances are just crazy, this is going 
to be extremely useful. 
 
Alright, let's recap.  You discovered that the Secret Seven is so 
powerful, these seven practices are so powerful, and we’ve only 
covered two, because they turn off the body’s stress response so you 
can get a lot done even if you don’t change anything you eat.  We 
talked about the 20 Minute Meal, and we talked about what Emotional 
Brain Training is, why it works, and how to use it.  And, just want to 
remind everyone that we are going to pull everything you're learning 
from Pillar 1 when we get to Pillar 2, so when we train you to deliver the 
Total Transformation 90 Day Health Coaching program to your clients, 
we are going to be giving you a done for you program and showing you 
how all of the tools that you’re learning here in Pillar 1 will fit into the 
Done for You Program.  So don’t worry about when you use this with a 
client, what session, don’t worry about all of that.  We’ll show you. 
 
Before you move onto the next video to learn the rest of the Secret 
Seven, let us know in the comments below, I'm curious, which tool are 
you going to try at your next meal?  Are you going to try the 20 Minute 
Meal, or Emotional Brain Training?  Or both? 


